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In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask you to verify your identity as a person. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Personally identifiable informationNewPath Learning considers, among other things, the following information to be personally identifiable information, but there may be others: first and last name, email address,
school name, street address, location, phone number, credit card information, and other information voluntarily provided on your profile. We recommend that you do not use your Social Security number or other important identifier as a username or password for this website or others. NewPath Learning does not collect personal
information about the User unless it is voluntarily provided to our company and so that we can serve the user's needs and legitimate business purposes, as mentioned herein. We (and/or our agents or affiliates) may collect online and use personal information from our adult visitors:to process and fulfill orders for products or services to
improve this website and for our company's marketing and promotional purposes in connection with our competitions, lottery, game, survey, forum, subscription registration, content, classroom, proposal requests and visitor requests; and tailor the content of our site to the current and future needs of our visitors. In addition, this personally
identifiable information may be used to provide our visitors with e-mail or otherwise information about materials and activities of interest to them, including products or services from NewPath Learning and its subsidiaries. The information is treated confidentially within our company because we protect other confidential information. You can
choose to provide certain information, but then you may not be able to take advantage of many of our features. If you have a media notification that you no longer wish to receive from us, please let us know by sending us your name, school name, address, email address and phone number at: Opt-Out Request, NewPath Learning, 760C
Canning Parkway, Victor, NY 14564 or by sending us your name, address, email address and phone number customerservice@newpathlearning.com. If you write to request that you no longer receive a specific media notification from us, please provide the name of the media announcement. In addition, in every email we send, we provide
a link that you can click to refuse to receive incoming emails from the sender. Public publicationsUsers should be reminded that others may collect and use any personally identifiable information that the user has voluntarily posted or shared in the public area of the website (for example, facebook or chat room). We cannot prevent such
uses. Sharing and disclosing informationExcept, such as Our policy is that we do not share personal information collected through this website with third parties, but we may share this personally identifiable information with subsidiaries of Newpath Learning and other companies and organizations that work for us as during the agreement
or sell products or services that complement our products or services. We may also disclose personal information (a) in response to a summons, court order or legal process to the limits permitted and required by law; (b) protect the safety of users or the safety of other persons in accordance with the applicable law; (c) the sale, joint
venture or other transfer of funds from Newpath Learning or NewPath Learning; or (d) to enforce the terms of use of the websites. We commercially reasonably ensure that we do not share, disclose or sell users' personal information to third parties, except with the user's prepaying. NewPath Learning may use a third-party service to
collect anonymous visitor information, such as IP addresses, browser types (such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and other browsers), to refer to pages, pages visited, and time spent on a specific site. NewPath Learning collects this information (a) for statistical analysis of traffic patterns on web pages. (b) manage our website and
servers; (c) enable some third parties with this right to inspect our services; and (d) for internal purposes, for the purpose of making marketing decisions. Non-personally identifiable information and the use of cookie technologyNewPath Learning collects non-personal information through software technology called cookies and voluntary
submissions from our visitors to us and/or at our request. With non-personal information, we refer to information about our visitors' browsers (e.g. Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and other browsers), operating systems (e.g. Chrome, Internet Explorer, and other browsers). Windows or Macintosh), ISPs, and other similar information that
we track in aggregated form. The non-personally identifiable information we track is anonymous and we will never be identified or led back to our visitors' giant. Cookie technology helps us understand how many people visit us and where visitors visit our site. Cookies are small information that we send to your computer. This non-
personally identifiable information allows us, among other things, to know which areas are favourites, which areas need a bit of improvement, or what technologies and Internet services our visitors use to continuously improve the online experiences of our visitors. NewPath Learning reserves the right to monitor your use of the Website in
order to determine whether our terms and rights at their sole discretion access to the website. Using IP addresses We collect IP addresses to obtain aggregate data NewPathWorksheets.com. An IP address is the number assigned to the Web server by the Web server on your computer on the Web server. Once you are on our site, we
have a backend server that logs the IP address of your computer. We only use information that we find out about IP address tracking in a aggregate, such as how many users came to a specific area of our site, and we do not track a specific IP address to identify an individual user. However, we may use such information to identify the
user if we feel that there are or may be safety concerns, or that they comply with legal requirements and/or ensure compliance with our Terms of Service. SecurityNewPath Learning ensures that all personally and non-personally identifiable information it receives over the Internet is protected from unauthorized access. This information is
stored in a secure system that is isolated from a direct Internet connection. This means that only our eyes will never see the information our visitors send us unless we let us know otherwise. We disclose personal data as required by law, for example to comply with a court order or subpoena or to assist with criminal investigation. We can
also provide personal information when we consider it favorable to protect the safety of visitors to our sites and sites. Why are we so safe? NewPath Learning uses secure server software through the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) line to secure credit card information. It encrypts all your personal information and credit card information so
that it cannot be read when it passes through our subscription system, and once received, it is stored in a place that cannot be accessed via the Internet. Please note that if your credit card is used unauthorizedly, you must notify your credit card provider in accordance with its reporting rules and procedures. Links to other SitesVisitors may
find links to NewPathWorksheets.com independently owned, controlled and/or managed World Wide Web or Internet sites whose content we have identified as potentially of interest to our visitors. The information policies of third-party websites are not covered by this Privacy Statement or other policies or terms of this website. Make sure
you know the terms of use and privacy policy of any linked website before using it. In many cases, but not always, the links represent collaborative projects or interlinks created with organizations associated with these sites. Although we will initially visit these sites that we link to directly, please note that we do not monitor or control the
content displayed on these sites and such content may Constantly. We recommend that children check with their parents or teachers before clicking on new sites, and All users NewPathWorksheets.com read the privacy policies for all linked sites before browsing them. Please note that we may change our above policy without prior notice
to users as the content of our sites continues to change and we will publish any such material changes to this Privacy Policy. We hope you enjoy exploring our sites. If you have any questions about our Privacy Policy or Policies, or would like to change, update or verify the file's information or inform us that you want your data deleted from
our files, please contact us at this address. NewPath Learning, LLC 760C Canning Pkwy Victor, NY 14564 Phone: (585) 742-0160 Fax: (585) 742-2158 Email: customerservice@newpathlearning.com customerservice@newpathlearning.com
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